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RECALL OF "HERMANN" TO MOSCOW (1945)

From: MOSCOW
To: THE HAGUE
No: 101[a] 31 December 1945

1. Alter External Serial No. to read: "102[a]".
2. In line 1 insert "[i]" against "HERMANN[GERMAN]".

Distribution
RECALL OF "HERMANN" TO MOSCOW (1945)

From: MOSCOW
To: THE HAGUE
No: 102[a]

31 December 1945

We have decided to recall "HERMANN[GERMAN]" to MOSCOW. When he visits the Legation[MISSIYa][a] say that in accordance with his letter he is being summoned to MOSCOW to report. Arrange his departure in accordance with your suggestion through the Soviet Repatriation Commission. Wire the date of departure. Do not disclose yourself as "HERMANN".

No. 9412
30th December

T.N.: Repeated because of a fault in the original version as No. 9 of 2 January 1946.

Comments: [i] Unidentified cover-name.

[ii] Lt. Gen. P.M. FITIN.
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